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Press release dated January 9, 2023 

 

BARDEHLE PAGENBERG appoints new equity partner 

BARDEHLE PAGENBERG is delighted to announce that Dr. Jan Bösing has been 

appointed equity partner at the Munich office. 

Johannes Heselberger, Managing Partner: “I am extraordinarily happy about the fact 

that, in Dr. Bösing, we have won an equity partner from our own ranks; this consistently 

continues the growth of our Patent Litigation Group and demonstrates that outstanding 

personalities can thrive in our firm relatively quickly. The excellent quality of Jan Bösing’s 

legal advice is just as convincing as his team spirit and entrepreneurial abilities.” 

Dr. Jan Bösing about his professional ambitions: “I really look forward to the challenges 

and the opportunity of helping to considerably shape the development of the Patent 

Litigation Group of BARDEHLE PAGENBERG in the coming years. The upcoming start 

of the UPC and the establishment of our Hamburg office have great potential for our 

team, and I look forward to contributing my share to the successful realization of our 

market strategy.” 

 

Dr. Jan Bösing 

Attorney-at-Law 

Munich Office 

https://www.bardehle.com/en/

team/boesing-jan 

Dr. Jan Bösing joined BARDEHLE PAGENBERG as 

an attorney-at-law in 2018 and was appointed 

partner in 2020. With the start of this year, he now 

also takes on responsibility as an equity partner of 

the firm. 

Dr. Jan Bösing practices law in all areas of 

intellectual property, focusing on patent law.  

He represents clients in complex patent infringement 

proceedings and invalidity proceedings before the 

German Federal Patent Court as well as opposition 

proceedings before the European Patent Office and 

the German Patent and Trade Mark Office. His 

wealth of experience in cross-border patent litigation 

is valuable for his international clients in particular. 

Dr. Jan Bösing focuses on telecommunications, the 

automotive industry, electronics, and 

micromechanics.  

https://www.bardehle.com/en/team/boesing-jan
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For further information on the international team of attorneys-at-law and patent 

attorneys of BARDEHLE PAGENBERG, please visit: https://www.bardehle.com/en/team 

 

BARDEHLE PAGENBERG combines the professional expertise of attorneys-at-law, 

patent attorneys, professional representatives before the European Patent Office, 

specialized trademark lawyers and qualified technical consultants. Our consulting 

services are tailored to our clients' individual needs and the specific circumstances of each 

case. 

 

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/bardehleIP  
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A particular focus of his work related to patent law is 

on standard-essential patents (SEPs). He advises 

clients on and represents clients in the enforcement 

of SEPs on the one hand and the defense of 

compulsory license under antitrust law (FRAND 

defense) against the assertion of SEPs on the other 

hand. 

Dr. Jan Bösing also advises his clients on IP transfer 

and license agreements as well as research and 

development projects in all technical fields. 

Additionally, he has vast experience in IP-related 

corporate transactions and restructuring, having 

been in charge of a plurality of IP due diligences. 
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